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RESTRICTIONS

No restrictions

ABSTRACT

Research relating to Quaker Meetings in Maryland by Carroll T. Sinclair, including manuscript material and photographs prepared in the mid-20th century.

SUBJECT HEADINGS

Taylor, Thomas.
Taylor Family

Baltimore Yearly Meeting
Quaker church buildings -- Pictorial works

SCOPE AND CONTENTS OF THE COLLECTION

These papers consist of materials collected by Carroll T. Sinclair for a book on Friends' Meetings in Maryland, unfinished because of his death. They include notebooks of extracts from the minutes of Monthly and Quarterly Meetings (photocopies, with manuscript notes); a notebook containing a photocopy of a book by Levi K. Brown, An Account of the Meetings... within the Limits of Baltimore Yearly Meeting (Phil., 1875); a notebook of photostats of extracts from Quaker books concerning George Fox's travels in Maryland; seven folders of manuscript material and pictures, largely pertaining to the Taylor family, especially Col. Thomas Taylor; and nine envelopes of photographs of meetinghouses, documents, etc.
MATERIALS REMOVED

Four items were removed from this collection for storage elsewhere:
Memoirs of Elizabeth Fry, Phil., 1847, 2 v. (to dups)
Bulletin of the Friends Historical Assoc., Spring, 1946 (to dups)
Maryland Quakers in the 17th Century, by Kenneth L. Carroll. (to PG)
The CCL Book, 1672-1922. (Commemorative booklet of the 250th Anniversary of the founding of Baltimore Yearly Meeting. To PG)